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NOTES ON INSCRIPTIONS FROM ELEUSIS DEAL- 
ING WITH THE BUILDING OF THE PORCH OF 
PHILON 

[PLATE IV] 

Six inscriptions found at Eleusis have been brought into 
connection with the building of the Porch of Philon. They 
are the following: 
I.- I.G. IT, pars V (C.LA. IV, 2), 104 a [p. 31] (Philios, 'Eb. 'ApX. 1888, 

pp. 25 ff.; Tsountas, ibid. pp. 113 ff.; Foucart, B.C.H. XIII, 1889,. 
pp. 433 ff.; Dittenberger, Sylloge2, 789; Michel, Recueil). 

A decree relating to land sacred to the Eleusinian goddesses. Beginning 
at 1. 23, mention is made of two questions, written on tin tablets, to be. 
submitted to the oracle at Delphi for decision. They are, in substance:. 

(1) Shall certain lands be rented, and the income devoted to the building- 
of the Porch (ls0 oi[K]oo080lav TOU I1po[ rrTov)? (2) Shall these lands be 
left uncultivated in honor of the two goddesses? The structure referred 
to can be no other than the Porch of the Telesterion, the official name of 
which was 7r IHpd6rr~ov TO 'EhcvaoivL (cf. III, IV, V, below). 

II, III. -L.G. II, pars V (C.I.A. IV, 2), 1054 b and c (Philios, 'ET. 'ApX.. 
1886, pp. 185 ff.; cf. pp. 272 ff.). 

Inscriptions cut arotLXr8oV on the two faces of a marble stele 1.37 m. high. 
and 0.50 m. broad. Face A contains 105 lines; face B, 90 lines. They deal 
with the preparation of certain blocks of stone for a building, which is seen, 
by the mention of IIp6drrwov in 1. 52 of face B, as well as by other facts to be- 
taken up later, to be the Porch of Philon. 

IV.- LG. II, pars V (C.I.A. IV, 2), 1054 e (Philios, 'ET. 'ApX. 1890, 
pp. 121 ff.). 

This inscription gives specifications for the making of the fourteen Doric: 
capitals required for the columns of the Porch (ets rO Ipdo'rr7ouv T 'EXevoZvL). 

V. - I.G. II, pars V (C.I.A. IV, 2), 1054 f (Philios, Ath. Mitth. XIX, 1894, 
pp. 184 ff.; Dittenberger, Sylloge2, 539). 

An inscription giving directions for the making of the rdTAo and 
LnrdXAa.- for the columns of the Porch (Toi 

IIporro-cov). American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 
Archaeological Institute of America. Vol. IX (1905), No. 2. 
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VI.--LG. II (C.I.A. II), 834c (Philios, 'E4. 'ApX. 1883, no. 1). 
Accounts chiefly connected with building operations. Lines 64-87 deal 

with the transport from Pentelicon to Eleusis of a number of column drums. 
These have, with great likelihood, been referred by Philios to the Porch of 
Philon. 

The date of I is fixed in the year 352/1 B.C. by the mention 
of the archon, Aristodemus. If we accept the connection of VI 
with the Porch, its date is determined approximately; for we 
learn from Vitruvius 1 that the Porch was built by Philon while 

Demetrius Phalereus was in power, i.e. during the years 317- 
307 B.C. Koehler accepts this dating, and adds that the forms 
of the letters are somewhat later than those of I. . II (C.I.A. 
II), 834 b, which is dated in 329/8 B.c. II and III appear, from 
the letter forms and the frequent use of o for ov and e for Et, to 

belong in the period of I. The character of the letters of IV and 
V brings them closer to the later date, and for V there is the 
additional argument that here there is a record of work done 
and paid for, while II and III are specifications only. 

The following inferences may then be drawn as to the history 
of the building : (1) The project to build the Porch goes back 
to the middle of the fourth century. (2) Some work may actu- 

ally have been done in that period.2 (3) Work was dropped, for 
some unknown reason, before much progress had been made. 

(4) Toward the end of the century operations were resumed 
and the building brought to completion by Philon. 

The two longest inscriptions, II and III, have not been treated 
with the fulness they deserve. It is the purpose of the present 
paper to examine some points not touched upon by the pre- 
vious editors, and to compare some of the measurements given 
by the inscriptions with the existing remains at Eleusis. 

The inscriptions contain specifications for the quarrying (re- 

1 Vitruv. 161, 13 (ed. Rose). 
2 The phrase vhy a6r7hv dpyaalav 

~ 
rotov^ra ra^~ 7i rlep e pylp/aA'LvaLs (II, A, 

1. 25, cf. 1. 40) seems to show that some blocks were at that time in the sanctuary, 
ready for setting in place. These blocks may, however, have belonged to the 
triglyphon of the Telesterion proper; as the frieze of the Porch was to be of the 
same dimensions, they could be used as models. 
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qJELL), transporting ('eyaeyeiv), working into their final form 

('Epydo-ao-Oat), and setting in place (Jpat ical Oevat, cVLPrtO'- 
vat) of certain blocks of stone. Fortunately, the fact that the 
dimensions of these blocks are usually given three times makes 
the restoration of the missing portions of the inscriptions, for 
the most part, easy. Some restorations - indicated by heavy- 
faced type - which supplement or differ from those of Philios 
and Koehler are here suggested. Restorations of Philios which 
have been departed from in the text as given in the Corpus, but 
which in the opinion of the present writer are correct, are also 

:noted. 
FACE A 

LINE 

7. t'Oovo 
7'Ec/CV 

i~ Aiyt'[v[, [ris p.LakWCKs a74p- 
s rpa ako's. For this phrase, 

cf. B, 11. 36, 43. 
8. rdo 7rv-wivre waka'rrv. 12. wdor rpLWV 

;.LL7woS6(v. 25. rXA'lro] (?) 7rpt&v roS7v, 7Tv [Cabrilv pycolamv WOLOvF raFtS 4 v 
• E•L 

Ip&( 
dEpyaoaLatg. Cf. in 1. 40 the phrase r]77v av~v ipy [aua] v 7rotoG^r[a 
rotes &v rWU LEpWU 

ipyao'rvoK]*-. 
Enough remains of each passage to 

restore the missing part of the other. 
-30. XtOovE rT/JEV 

[•IcTlv[TE•AvtKOU 
s ELS p'Tr6waL %ios 7 r'rc] I wros&v. It is clear, 

from 1. 38, that these blocks are to serve as metopes. Their height, 
5 feet, is given in 1. 39. For the phrase ers pvEr7rLa, cf. B, 1. 14, [XtOovg 

retv Hv Il]vreAy7LKOvS 8Wo ES i C19T 7rapaETt18as; and B, 1. 20, C19 
KEpa•u8aqs. So also I have supplied ets r& ye•wa (A, 1. 44; B, 1. 1) and [ts '1rXLV0(8]as 

(A, 1. 60). 
?35. ~LKO- 7crvrE croS] v. (Philios.) 7reVTE 

is obtained from 1. 39. 
38. 

[pe•r]6wLa ipycd[aa[]rOaja [6~cKa 7rlVre HEIVT4EX LK] . Philios here read 

... ONIAEIV; Koehler, ... 0.. AEPFA. Examination of the 
stone and of squeezes shows that ... OP IA should be read, clearly 
the final letters of the word pET~rdra. The thin, slab-like shape 
of the blocks (cf. Table I, below), the fact that triglyphs have just 
been mentioned, and that 4/og is used instead of the more usual 

iUqKO9 
in describing the largest dimension of the blocks (11. 30, 39), 

help to confirm this restoration. The neuter termination of the 
word is not an objection. In an inscription from Delphi, ra 

•LEOO- 7rLa occurs; Hesychius has IeO~'7rLmov 
- 

po r 7L KarOV/6YIq V7r 

Tr&v ApXLrEKTOdvGV 7pLYX V'Ov, and Vitruvius calls the half-metopes, 
which he puts at the angles of buildings, semimetopia.2 The form 

S 
B.C.H. XXVI, p. 54, 1. 7. 

2 Vitruv. 92, 15. The statement of Bourguet (B.C.I. XXVI, p. 59) that 
Vitruvius almost always writes methope applies only to one manuscript, S. 
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/LETO•7rr 
is known only from Vitruvius. Hence it seems probable that 

/CTerOov (or EcO6m7nov1) was the more usual form, though perhaps 
Boetticher is right in distinguishing between /LCT67rr, = the space- 
between two triglyphs, and /LErT7 ov, = the slab that fills the space.2" 

The nuimber of metopes, fifteen, is restored from the sentence- 
immediately preceding. Perhaps it is significant that fifteen is just. 
half the number of metopes required for the Porch. 

39. 
7.XdTO -7r 

[•vE w]o[-8] W[v 
waGXC•L-ars Se6v'rov. Cf. 11. 31, 36. 

40. 7rOLOvT[-[a T-ots Iv -W 
L EpWL ipycaL-pIvoL] 1. Cf. note on 1. 25. 

41. 
Ka0appxoa[L•c dpp6TTrovcL KKL E1 EVd i TGv'r XCLTx L. Cf. A, 1. 92. 

44. XOos TELpLv I•EV[TEXrtLK6' 
dS Tr& 

yEto• 
. Cf. note on 1. 30. 

53. yc'a] I ipydcracraA IIevr1XLKaK [A]C[PLKa]. (Philios.) The restora- 
tions are required by the context. 

60. XL600, rE[-/dv lI~vrTeXrXLKObV dS xrLVeI8]aC. Cf. note on 1. 30. 
76. X0os Tre/dLv 

IIEvr1EX•)[K] 
O TrpCLaKovTa 

OKTc'•o. 
The number is got from, 

1. 88, where the same blocks are referred to. 
85. xa0o[s] TETTapa[ 

I[VEVrE•k•EV 
'eXE] IVo-vL&E. Philios: E7TTapd[KOVTa 

TiTTapas (?) 'Ehe] (two letters too many). Koehler: T TTapd [Kovra. 
......'EXc]. The restoration suggested above gives the formula 
usually employed (cf. A, 11. 65, 83, 97; B, 11. 5, 18). If it is cor- 
rect, 1. 78 should be read Xo T[CLV.E[d.v ............ 7T77T]apas, not 

T7TTapaKOVTa TCTTapas, as the same blocks are referred to in both. 

passages. 
90. Philios's restoration, rpL Wv 7ro8['EV Kal ' /LLroslo] is to be preferred to 

Koehler's Ka0 7raXacwv^7. It is obtained from 1. 76, where the same 
blocks are referred to. 

FACE B 

1. [X'0ovF TE/JLEv ES T& d yEtoa I EVT1Xrl7] LK. Cf. note on A, 1. 30. 
15. ls r&as 7rapatLE rI [8a 3EOVTOK1KE&XOVS IKOS E] 7ro&v. For the adjective,. 

cf. 1. 18, XiOovs .... XEOVTOKIE[ OSdX, and IG. II (C.LA. II), 807, col. 

b, 1. 101, 7rapaLMer ••IY OVES XEovroKExdXOL. 
19. X~Oovs .... 

XcOVrTOKECEd 
o8 O 

IL•KOS 
E W 

7T0oGV. 21. [piEKOS Tp7 
] 

'OV 
O7rOE 7raQUTo~V 86OVT(JJV 7 XTOI [ Vrpi$V WrOs8V. See note 

on 1. 33, below. 
22. arrepyov X6[Coa-L]. There are traces of A* on the stone. The femi- 

nine form may be explained as due to attraction to the gender of 
Kcpap.L&La . 

25. Kepal [Ias dyayeiv IEVT1EXiOEv 'EEv9oevc ](8)E. 
27. 7rapa[LEr8sais pyEo 

a•-•ro 
a tyilovas XeoVToKE+X OS, Xt]Oov 8v'o. For this: 

phrase; cf. on 1. 15. 

1 For the aspiration, cf. G. Meyer, Griech. Gramm.3 p. 326. The 
form_ HOr A ION occurs in the Erechtheum accounts (I.G. I [C.LA. I], 324 a, col.. 

II, 1. 19). 
2 Boetticher, Tektonik d. Hellenen, p. 213. 
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29. 
,ai [r]X-lloVoKE,,x&s QEEpyaOeOL KL 

, E~LV]aaL. 
31. Kal KaOapLO6oatL ] Opa lo [Trovs eyVLOVsIOS raVTX L. 
32. 

[KEpa.lSo.s 
tEpy&•-8o-0L] IICEVEX1?LKOUV. 

33. 7rosoLv I [Svov rpL&v ~rXao-r&v, id'roros rpLWv 7ro] 8v. This gives one 
more than the regular number of letters. If this restoration and 
that of 1. 21 are correct, they give us the dimensions of the roof- 

tiles, 3 x 23 feet. 

The various blocks of stone mentioned in the inscriptions 
and the uses to which they are to be put, so far as these are 

determined, may be shown in a Table, thus: 

TABLE I. -DIMENSIONS OBTAINED FROM THE INSCRIPTIONS 

NUMBER NUMBER DIMENSIONs 

OF OF PROVENIENCPE USE 

LINE BLOCKS IjKO 7 TrAdTO9 rd Xog 

Face A 
7 44 e? Atyivs 4 3 11 

11 44? 
. 

e Atylivs 5 3 1I 
30 15 IIevreXVKOI ET67ra 5 (I''os) 4 3 

44 47 IIevreEXpKol yeoaT AWptKd 6 
3-4 

O 1 ( 'os) 
52, 57 2 IIHeVreXTKOi (Tyeoa) y^wvlia 9 6 11 (4"os) 

60 IIevreXhKO 7XLvO61es 41 2 11 
76 38 IRevTreXUKol 7rtKpava 51 31 3 ( 'os) 

78, 85 4 ? IIevreXVKOi 4 31 2 
93 8 IEevrehlKol 17 2 1l 

Face B 
1 42 ? HIIereXlKOI yeioa IWVLK(6 6 4 

1- 14 2 HIevre6J'KOI 7rapatETr•e~ 6 8 
20 72 Hev-reXyKOI Kepal/6es 2-3 3? 
32 72 ? IevTrehXKol 2 (+ ?) 
36 6? 7T7 F aXaKSK 

7r"pas 
o-TpdcJ~aT 4 2 11 

42 44 'AKTITaL, 7IrTpas T? 12 31 11 

!zaXaK-77S 45 2 'AKTITaL, reTpaS Trs 
151 31 11 

tgaXaK^ 
s 

68 42 7T s'EXevctrtaK^S TrvXofd7at 6 4 11 

rdrpas 
73 24 Trs'EXevoLtvtaKl TTvXofd7at 6 31 1- 

8rdrCpa6 
83 2 r•S EXevortvtaK S 

OVXTUO 
x 7ata YWLaL o 6 t 61 

rdrpas 
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Beginning with 1. 30 of face A, mention is made of fifteen 
blocks of Pentelic marble, which, as has been shown above, are to 
be used as metopes. In 1. 25, triglyphs seem to be referred to,. 
to judge from the feminine form elpyaa-pe'vats and the mention 
of triglyphs in 1. 27. The dimension Tptwv 7rowBv may there- 
fore give us the width of the triglyph. Lines 44 ff. deal with 

forty-seven blocks measuring 6 x 33 x 1-. Philios is certainly 
right in restoring yewaa (1. 52) and 

[A]O•[pGcd] (1. 53). It is 
natural that the cornice should be mentioned after the frieze, 
and the inscription is here dealing with Doric architectural 
members. Furthermore, the dimensions of the blocks fit those 
of the triglyphon as established by the inscription. The width 
of the mutule should equal that of the triglyph; the width of 
the 'via' should equal half the difference between that of the 

metope and that of the triglyph, i.e. !(41 - 3) = 3. One block 
of the cornice, therefore, comprising a mutule + a 'via' (the 
usual mode of jointing for a building of this size), should be 
3- feet in width. This is the width of the blocks in the 

inscription. We are thus enabled to reconstruct the frieze 
and cornice in their main dimensions, as shown in PLATE 
IV, 1. It should be noticed that the effective width of the 

metope is assumed to be 41 feet. The width given in the 

inscription, 4- feet, is the total width of the slab, each end 
of which fitted into slots cut in the adjoining triglyphs (cf. 
PLATE IV, 2). 

The blocks mentioned at 1. 51, measuring 9 x 6 x 11 feet, 
are probably the two corner blocks of the geison. Such a block 
is represented by PLATE IV, 3, which shows that, if 

.the 
amount 

of projection of the geison be reckoned at 24 feet, a block of the 
above dimensions comprises exactly 1 mutule + 1 ' via' on one 
side, 2 mutules + 1 ' via' on the other. 

The combined length of the forty-seven blocks and the two 
corner blocks, 206- feet, is too great for the front of the 
Porch, which requires only 1701 feet of geison, and too small 
for all three sides. Perhaps, as in the case of the triglyphs 
and metopes, some blocks were already lying finished in the 
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sanctuary (cf. -74v a'T'inv 'p'yao'av wrotoDvra a ev r 7iot lepCot 
eipyaote'vacs, 1. 25). 

At lines 76 and 88, thirty-eight capital-blocks (~Trltcpava) are 
mentioned. It is clear, from their number and shape, that 
these are not capitals of columns, but blocks which formed 
the moulded top course of the wall.x 

The use of the last two sets of blocks mentioned on face A 
cannot be determined with any degree of probability. In regard 
to the eight blocks of the dimensions 17 x 2 x 1-, -with the 
fact that blocks belonging to the rear wall of the Porch (rhXt- 
VOt'8i, EwriL'pava) have just been mentioned, - the shape and 
number of the blocks suggest the possibility that they may have 

belonged to the two doors which the Porch is known to have 

had, i.e. that they formed the jambs of the inner and outer faces 
of the doors. This would give a height to the doors of 5.576 m., 
as compared with a width of 2.20 m.,2 which is rather greater 
than would be expected. The figures for the north door of 
the Erechtheum are: height, 4.882 m.; width, 2.427 m. 

Face B apparently continues from the point at which face A 
left off, 11. 1-35 dealing with roof construction. Philios sug- 
gests that the ry~o-a 'IwovtLa (1. 9) may be the blocks of the 

raking geison, which, being without mutules, might be spoken 
of as Ionic. This seems probable, especially as the 7rapatEr4'8e' 

(corner sima-blocks giving the beginning of the slant of the 

pediment) are mentioned next. 
After dealing with the blocks of the foundations including 

1 Cf. the moulding below the ceiling beams of the projected northeast hall of 
the Propylaea. 

'ErlKpava corresponds to the lrtKpaV7LtL of the Erechtheum inscriptions (L G. I 
[ C.LA. I], 322, col. I, 11. 16, 23), or in this case, rather, to the yoyy6Xos XMIos vrlt- 
gopos Trats 

d'rLKpavlrTitt (ibid. 1. 22). Other names for this course are known from 
inscriptions. At Delphi (B.C.H. XXVI, p. 65) we meet the phrase 7ro &v crw oiou 
TO7 br6b 7r biro80KIW; and at Delos (B.C.H. XIV, p. 393), 7v Tratvilar, ~rl rb6 Opazvor 
70To o ed. Apparently 

t'rLKpa•t'rtr, 
0 d oW otrXO, Opavos correspond to the e&lKpaa 

of our inscription; l5ro86KLto and ratrla are names for the course next above, 
which was on a level with the epistyle (vTrluopos rols e 

riL•rvMXot), 
and upon which 

the ceiling beams rested (cf. Bourguet, B.C.H. XXVI, p. 74). 
2 IIpaKrLK&, 1883, •rl. E'. 
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the euthynteria (11. 36-67), the inscription takes up the stylo- 
bate blocks of Eleusinian stone. There are three sets of these: 

(1) forty-two1 blocks 4 feet wide, (2) twenty-four blocks 31 
feet wide, (3) two corner blocks 6 feet square. The combined 

length of these blocks, 276 feet, is too great for the stylobate 
alone. Perhaps the term or-0uXo/3diTn may include the blocks 
of the steps as well. If these blocks be placed as indicated in 
PLATE IV, 4, the resulting axial distance for the columns is 
15 feet. This is also the axial distance obtained from the 

triglyphon (1 + 41 + 3 + 41 + 1- = 15). 
It remains to compare these dimensions given in the inscrip- 

tions with the remains at Eleusis. The ruins of the Telesterion 

date, for the most part, from a reconstruction in the time of 
the Antonines, after the conflagration described by Aristides.2 
The numerous remains of the upper parts of the building, - 

architrave, frieze and cornice, - seem all to belong to this 

period, as is proved by their inferior technique and the occur- 
rence of late letter-forms as masons' marks. But the re- 

storers, while careless in details, seem to have reproduced the 

building substantially as it was before its destruction. Though 
the workmanship is Roman, the forms are those of the fourth 

century B.C. That it was a fashion of the age to copy the 
work of the best period of Greek architecture is shown by 
another building at Eleusis, - the greater Propylaea, which 

exactly reproduces the central portion of the Propylaea of the 
Athenian Acropolis. 

In the following Table the first column gives the measure- 
ments in metres of some of the preserved members of the 
Telesterion; the second column gives these same dimensions 
in Attic feet, as determined by the inscriptions; the third 
column gives in metres the amount of variation of the figures 
in column 1 from the divisions of Attic feet in column 2, 
assuming the Attic foot to be 0.328 m. 

1 The change from forty-two to forty-four, in 1. 80, and from twenty-four to 
twenty-two, in 1. 83, is apparently due to a blunder of the stonecutter. 

2 Aristides (ed. Dindorf), p. 421. 
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TABLE II. -DIMENSIONS OBTAINED FROM THE EXISTING 

REMAINS 

METRES ATTIC FEET VARIATION 

Metope : 
Height . . . . . . . . . . 1.623 5 -0.017 m. 
Total width . . . . . . . . 1.507 43 -0.051 
Effective width . . . . . . . 1.447 4. -0.029 

Triglyph : 
Height . . . . . . . . . . 1.616 5 -0.024 
Width . . . . . . . . . . 0.995 3 +0.011 

Geison: 
Height (pos) . . . . . . . 0.455 14 -0.045 

Depth (,.?Kos) . . . . . . . 1.850 6 -0.118 
Width of block (rTXdros) . . 1.180 33 -0.050 
Width of mutule . .... . 0.972 3 -0.012 
Width of 'via ' . . . . . . . 0.208 --0.038 
Amount of projection. . . . 0.780 21 +0.048 

Height . . . . . . . . . . 0.390 1 -0.061 

Stylobate blocks: 
Length . . . . . . . . . 2.115 6 +0.147 

31 +0.052 Width .......... 1.210 
4 

+0.052 
4 -0.102 

Height . . . ........... . 0.432 14 +0.022 

Lower diameter of column . . . 1.970 (6) + 0.002 
Echinus of capital, height . . . . 0.326 (1) -0.002 

The correspondence of the metopes and triglyphs is seen to 
be close enough (allowance being made for the fact that the 
remains are those of a late reconstruction) to confirm the deduc- 
tions drawn from the inscription. The measurements of the 

geison correspond less closely, but the variation may still be 

ascribed to the carelessness of the Roman builders. The case 
of the stylobate blocks is different; for here, instead of the two 
sets of blocks of the inscription, we have blocks of a uniform 
width. The change is not due to the Roman restorers, for the 
use of H cramps in the steps shows that this part of the structure 
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goes back to the fourth century. Perhaps the work on the 

Porch, begun in the middle of the century, was arrested before 
it had reached this stage, and the stylobate, as we have it, was 
laid during the second building period, under Philon. 

The last two dimensions in the Table do not concern the 

inscriptions, but are given for their close approximation to 
whole numbers of Attic feet. In the case of the lower diam- 
eter of the columns, this may be due to the fact that these 
column drums, like the stylobate, belong to the original con- 

struction, as is indicated by their superior workmanship and 

by the lack in their top surface of the two dowel-holes with 

pour-channels which are regularly found in Roman work.1 

NOTE ON I.G. I, pars V (C.I.A. IV, 2), 1054e 

In 1. 6, Philios, followed by Koehler, restores 
p•KosrKal '7rXadTOq 

a'voeev KarT[A 7Trv d8terpo] v. This is obscure in meaning, and 

gives two more than the average number of letters to the line. 
The restoration KarT[a 7'v rXiv0o] v just fits the space, and sup- 
plies the word needed to contrast with iardT r Tv avxe'va below. 
The passage then means: " The size of the twelve blocks (is to 

be): length and breadth above, at the abacus, 6 feet, 2 palms, 
3 dactyls; below, at the necking, narrower, (viz.) 5 feet, 2 dactyls 
in diameter." In 1. 8, Philios's a-r[evo'repa KaTr]' is to be read, 
not OrT [vo'repa 4 ar] la, as given by Koehler. 

For ?rXhev0o in the sense of the abacus of a Doric capital, cf. 
Vitruvius, 91, 23, and Hesychius, 

•rhXiv6o 
U. e'pov nT r1T E4; eaXi 

T7O• KLovov. 
LACEY D. CASKEY. 

1 The drums have two holes in their top surface, in addition to the central 
dApr6bXoo hole ; but these were intended for the lewis, not for dowels. 
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